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Along with this professionally made 

training program, you get verifiable 

certificates for this Excel course!

This Excel for Power User Course will 

blow your mind. 

 
The course is designed for those who 

have been using excel for their work 

activities, and want to become smart in 

using functions without any code or 

programming language.

Course 
Overview

Excel For 
Power User 
Skills

MS Excel (Basic & Advanced): You will 

learn both the basics and advanced MS 

Excel in this course. We have just 

covered enough to get you going.

Statistical tools & Financial 

 
Functions: Even if you’re from a 

different domain, you may find the 

statistical tools and the financial 

functions covered in this course handy.

Fundamental knowledge in Macros & 

Course Duration- 5 
+ Hours

Course 
Features

Verifiable 
Certificates

Number of Courses

Technical
Excellence

Lifetime Access



From data analysis to the presentation 

of a data set, you can easily use Excel. 

Also, the easiest way to create a 

projection report or a graph is by using 

Excel.

You can be in finance, marketing, HR, 

analytics, you need to learn Excel to be 

an all-around professional.

 

About Excel for 
Power User 

Excel For Power 
User Course

This is a Bundle Course that includes 

complete in-depth Excel For Power 

User  Learning Courses combined into 

one Complete Course. 

 
This Bundle perfectly meets the 

requisite of the industry and gives you 

a better chance of being hired as a 

Excel For Power User  professional.



Power Excel 
Training

 
Section 1. Introduction

 
 

Reference

Introduction   to Power Excel Training

Analyzing   Data to Make Business 

Decisions
 

Section 7. The   Basics of Section 

Section 2. Function

 
 

Future   Value Function

PMT   Function

Quick   Analysis

Rate   Function

 
 Section 3. Pivot   Tables

 
 Pivot   Tables

Create   Custom Groups in Pivot Table

Set   Conditional Formatting 
Section 7. The   Basics of Section 

Section 4. Evaluate

 
Troubleshooting   and Enhancing 

Professional Workbooks

Name   Range and Data Set

Key   Performance Indicator (KPI) In 

Excel

 
 Section 5. Date   Forma and Time 

Format

 
 

Analysis   Data with Function

Date   Format

Time   Format  
 Section 6 .Statement   and VLOokup

 
 Nested   If Statement in Excel

Count   ifs and Sum ifs in Excel

VLookup   In Excel 
 Section 7. Future  Value Function

 
 

Future   Value

Epitomizing   What If Analysis

How to   Create Scenario in Excel

Creating   Goal Seek in Excel



Power Excel 
Training

 
Section 7. The   Basics of Section 

Section 8. Business   Information

 
 

Business   Information

Creating   a Dashboard of Sales

Create   hyperlinks for Sales

Profit   and Loss of Sales

 
 Section 9. Database   Information

 
Formulating   the Design From 

Database Information

Working   with Data Table in Power 

Excel

Adding   New Coloumn in Data Table

Using   Excel Function in Data Table

Working   With Data Filtering

Data   Subtotal Group and Ungroup 
 Section 10. Data   Comparison and 

Filter
Data   Comparison in Power Excel

Data   Filters and Slicers in Power 

Excel

 
 Section 11. Pivot   Chart and Power 

View

 
 

Pivot   Chart in Power Excel

Power   View in Power Excel

Working   with Macros

Example   of Macros



Frequently 
Asked Questions

 
Why should I do this power 

excel training course?

This course can be done under 10 hours of your time.

You would be able to learn all the advanced 

functions just by watching the videos and practising 

on your own.

You can do this course on any device.

You can do this course from anywhere, at any time 

you would like to do.

Yes and no.

Yes, if you feel that learning advanced excel 

would be a great addition to your 

professional tool-kit.

No, if you feel that you would never use excel 

at all in your professional life (this may not be 

true in reality).

 
I’m not from commerce 

background. Should I do this 
power excel training?



Customer Reviews

“’m blown away by this Power excel training. 

In this single excel course, I got everything – 

especially those areas where I have been 

struggling a lot. This course has brought my 

smile back. I’m more confident now in my 

professional life. I feel every professional 

should do this course. 
 

Lisa Shaun

 
I have been working in excel all my life. My aunt who 

also runs a business asked me to do this course. I was 

skeptical because I couldn’t fathom what an excel 

course could teach me that I don’t know. After doing 

this course, I am honestly shocked. I didn’t know 50% 

of the material. I highly recommend this Power excel 

training course to experienced professionals who 

seem to have all the answers like me about excel.

   
Sean Kernan

Today I’m super-excited because I got my first 

job. When my profile got shortlisted for the job, 

I panicked because I didn’t know much of excel. 

I searched the net, found this Power excel 

training course, sat on a weekend, and finished 

it. My employer got so impressed about my 

knowledge in excel that I can’t tell them what I 

was just two weeks ago. 
 
 

Mathew Alex

“
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